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Advances in mobile computing have presented a huge opportunity to provide Mobile Financial
Services (MFS) to half of the world’s population who currently do not have access to financial
services. However, cybersecurity concerns in the mobile computing ecosystem have slowed down
the adoption of MFS. The adoption of MFS is further hampered by the lack of a clear understanding
of the interaction between the complex infrastructures and human factors that exist in the
ecosystem for Mobile Financial Services Socio-Technical Systems (MFSSTS). This paper presents
the work in progress of investigating the problem of MFSSTS. It discusses the preliminary results
and understanding obtained from using Human Factor approaches to build and analyse the model
for MFSSTS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Financial Services (MFS): the use of mobile
platforms for providing financial services e.g.
Mobile Banking and Mobile Payments is changing
the landscape of financial operations. It now
presents an opportunity for providing financial
services to half of the world’s population who
hitherto had no access to formal financial services:
the “unbanked” (David 2006; Chatain et al. 2008).
Banks now use mobile platforms as a means to
drive down costs and increase the uptake of
financial products (Valcke, 2016). Perceived risks
trust and culture has impacted users’ intention to
adopt MFS (Gao et al. 2015; Slade et al 2015).
However, concerns about security remain a major
drawback to the adoption of MFS (Fed, 2015;
Chatain et al. 2008).
According to Gartner, Mobile Banking needs an
ecosystem to succeed (Simpson, 2007). However,
the ecosystem for MFS Socio-Technical Systems
(STS) is highly complex, as it involves interaction
that cut across organisations, technologies and at
times national boundaries with unaligned
regulations (Carayon, 2006).For instance, a typical
mobile money operation like money transfer can
traverse several organisations, technologies and
geographies, each with its own mode of operation,
before it is consummated. A Socio-Technical
System is a combination of a social system and a
technical system (Whitworth, 2006).
Furthermore, the Human Factor elements remain a
concern impacting the security of information flow
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within an ecosystem (Kraemer et al. 2003; Kraemer
et al. 2009). While STS has been well researched,
to the best of my knowledge, no previous research
exists on developing and analysing a STS for MFS.
Furthermore, no work has also been done to
analyse the Human Factor elements with a view of
understanding their security impact on the
information flow within MFSSTS.
This work is aimed at providing an understanding of
MFSSTS from key stakeholders’ perspective and
their understanding of the key elements that affects
cybersecurity in the ecosystem.
The overarching motivation for this research is to
mitigate cybersecurity risks in MSFSTS, and boost
adoption of mobile platform for financial inclusion.
This paper highlights the results and understanding
obtained from the work in progress of using Human
Factor approaches (Dogan et al. 2009; Kannan et
al. 2014) to analyse the models for MFSTS. It
continues in Section 2 by highlighting the
methodology used. Section 3 discusses the
preliminary results obtained. The paper concludes
in Section 4 with a discussion of the next steps.
2. METHODOLOGY
The initial results are based on Soft Systems
approach and Interactive Management Techniques.
Soft Systems approach is an action-oriented
process of inquiry into ill-defined problems
(Checkland et al. 2010). The approach was
preferred to Hard Systems and other Human Factor
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approaches because it clearly defines conceptual
problem from user perspective. The Rich Picture
technique provides a pictorial view of key
stakeholders and their interactions. The combined
use of these techniques, along with a systematic
literature review, helped in the identification of
stakeholders as well as providing an understanding
of the differences and similarities in their perception
of the MFSSTS.
Interactive Management (IM) workshops (Dogan et
al. 2009) were then conducted for all 6 identified
stakeholder groups, with each group coming up
with its Soft Systems Model (SSM) based on their
understanding of the ecosystem for MFSSTS. Key
elements of the models obtained from the
workshops were then consolidated to come up with
a unified SSM of the MFSSTS. Idea Writing (IW)
was also used to analyse the Human Factor issues
in the models of the MFSSTS they had derived.
Nominal Group technique (NGT) was then used to
derive the objective for mitigating these issues.
A total of 269 issues were generated from 30
participants in in the IW session. Furthermore, the
33 objectives for mitigating cybersecurity risk in the
MFSSTS were generating from the NGT sessions.
Finally, Interpretive Structural Modelling (ISM) was
used to identify relationships between the key
objectives and how they influence each other. The
technique helped to avoid focusing on solution
even before critical analysis of the problem.
The outcome of the workshops is discussed in the
next section.
3. SOFT SYSTEMS AND IM RESULTS
The results obtained from the developed SSM
show that there are “unknown” entities within the
MFSSTS whose characteristics and interest needs
to be analysed. The SSM also shows that care
should be given to managing service providers as
they play in all autonomous groups. Further details
of the complex interactions in the MFSSTS can be
seen in the consolidated SSM model in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Consolidated MFSSTS, showing relationship
and information flow within key elements

The ISM model identified setting up an effective
Cybersecurity Operations Centre as the most
influential objective, while mitigation of risk with
poor infrastructure and segregation of duty to
mitigate insider abuse did not influence other
objectives. Figure 2 highlights the most influential
objectives and their relationships.
Setup an industry wide
cybersecurity operations
center
Revise current cybersecurity
act with input from all key
stakeholders

Ensure adequate investment in
cybersecurity is imbedded in the
strategy of service providers

Ensure every service provider
has a Business continuity
strategy

Develop capacity building
program on cybersecurity for
all key players

Figure 2: ISM Model showing the most influential
objectives of mitigation cybersecurity

4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND NEXT STEPS
This paper discussed the preliminary results
obtained from using Human Factor approaches to
build and analyse MFSSTS. Using Human Factor
approaches has helped in the identification of key
objectives for mitigating the cybersecurity concerns
and risks in the interactions between the complex
infrastructures and human behaviour in the
ecosystem for MFSSTS. The relationships between
the objectives were also identified. The setting up
of a Cybersecurity Operations Centre was
identified as the most influential objective for
mitigating cybersecurity risks in the MFSSTS.
It was also discovered that unknown elements also
play a significant role in the MFSSTS. The need to
give great care to managing service providers as
they were identified as being a key conduit of
information within MFSSTS and thus having a high
risk of being a single point of failure in the system
was also highlighted.
Future work will seek to validate the developed
MFSSTS models and the ISM model from this work
with subject matter experts. The trustworthiness of
the human factors elements identified within the
MFSSTS will be further analysed, with a view to
understanding the trusted and untrusted entities.
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